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Preface 
  
                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                     Congratulations, you have become a mother! Or father of course ,and that's as 
moo i . And now? That was pretty much what I thought myself after giving birth. There was a cloud of 
a daughter in my arms, I looked at her tired but in love and… had no idea until all . 

Okay, that might be a bit of an exaggeration. A baby needs milk, warm clothes and a 
wagonload of love. So far all good. But further? Panic quickly set in for me. With an Ikea cabinet you 
at least get a manual so that you know how to assemble it. First the best device coming home has a 
detailed user guide. There's nothing wrong with a baby. 

That is when you actually get a totally unfinished product. A newborn can see hardly 
anything, his intestines do not work, the lungs need is still unfolding and your baby may already have 
not what they want or need to tell, so you know what to do. In short, your baby and you are the 



bumpy route to the influence of hormones, budding bodies and well-meaning advice - to that but at 
what to call it - as soon as possible a close relationship to forge. 
  
  
Is this it?! 
'Enjoy it, huh , ' I think is the phrase I heard most often when I had just given birth. And so did 
I. Real. I was incredibly proud to have my daughter in my arms after 25 hours of labor – but more on 
that later, thank you. That first day went well : you are intoxicated with adrenaline and our little girl 
was sleeping a lot. But not long after that , my daughter became a crybaby. And three years later 
my son was a notorious non-sleeper who didn't really want to eat either . I was desperate. I found 
my salvation in, mostly Americans U.S., books stating that, if I do this and this scheme but followed 
to the letter, had guaranteed by a sleeping baby. You guessed it: not so. Because apparently my 
children could not be captured in averages, curves, graphs and I know a little more. It made me very 
insecure. Because I thought it was me instead of that stupid schedule. 

Another thing that surprised me when I had just given birth: I couldn't complain. Because it 
wasn't given to everyone to have a child, was it ? Quite true, but sometimes you can just be terribly 
disappointed when you are new to being a mother (or older) . I thought regularly while I was sitting 
at home with a crying child: this is it? I didn't have depression, I wasn't unstable, but my pink cloud 
was sometimes hard to find. 
  
You are not alone 
All reasons why I wanted to write this book. I don't have a monopoly on the truth, but I would like to 
encourage you, the reader. You're not alone. I was also at the point where you may be now , and 
many parents with us . The only thing that is really true follows immediately : it will be fine. Real! I 
promise you (and then you just think about the American accent…). 

For this v rolijke guide for tired new parents I drew extensively from events in my own life , 
and there are recognizable stories in by parents which of have tried everything to their children leave 
stop crying , to ( by ) sleep or drink . Their tips are based on their own experiences and taken from 
real life. I have also sifted through all the booklets and diagrams for you and put the practical 
information together in a handy way. Every now and then baby consultant Esther van Bloemen 
speaks, who has helped me tremendously in writing (Almost) never tired again . She shows beautiful 
examples from her practice and shares useful advice . In addition, come and kele other experts to 
speak I'm on my way to come. But the most important thing about this book is that nothing has to be 
done. There are no guarantees for the tips - in that sense I'm not Ikea - so look above where you feel 
comfortable with and try it out, I'd say. 
  
Good luck , and ne ... enjoy it huh ! 
  
Rinske Wels , Haarlem, June 2021 
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Chapter 1 
  

A baby, now what? 
  
PREFACE 
I'll say it straight away: every baby is different, there is no such thing as the average baby – I had two 
that in many ways didn't fit into any schedule – so long live the out-of-the-book baby! In that 
sense, (Almost) never tired again is an ode to all babies, who just follow their instincts and don't 
necessarily want to bother you with their colic, extensive nighttime crying or spitting back actions. 

That is why I start with a chapter in which I tell you what your baby can and cannot do at 
birth and how he learns . I also give you some general tips, so that you know better what to expect 
(not every day a pink cloud, I'll tell you). The idea is: if you understand more about that cabinet-
without-manual and you learn to 'read' your little one and his behavior a little better, 
you will hopefully feel a little more confident . And that's exactly where it should go. 

In this chapter I also introduce baby consultant Esther van Bloemen , who has helped me on 
many fronts with this book by sharing her knowledge and experience with me . In 
addition , it seemed interesting to me to hear from philosopher Marjolein Lanzing how a 
baby is viewed from the perspective of philosophy . 
  
GROW TO THE GOOD ENOUGH MOTHER 
"But Rins, you've had a very nice life, haven't you?" my father says on the phone. I gasp. I've been a 
mother for a few months and I want to know from him how long it will be before I can pick up my old 
life again. Not, is his answer with this comment. Is the life I knew and lived with devotion – hard 
work, parties, premieres, going to the theater three times a week – really over now that I have a 
child?! My father apparently thinks so. I refuse to believe him of course. I just can't put up with 
it. Now that I'm a mother, I still want everything. Although I must admit that I have been in the first 
few months are behind found that some things simply can not be reconciled. For example, you can't 
go out to dinner with a cry baby. It is a challenge to get anywhere on time at all. My leave is all about 
taking care of a baby who is completely dependent on me. Help! I really miss my old life, I know that. 

As a young parent you run into a lot of 'musts', consciously or unconsciously. You must love it 
all . You have to become the best parent there is. You have to color the white pages of your newborn 



correctly , otherwise there is " irreparable damage " for later. And let's face it: nobody wants that for 
their child, right ? I also tend to want to do everything perfectly. I can tell you that makes it that 
much more tiring. And the disappointments bigger. Because a baby grinds ni et to perfect, which 
pulls the first months anyway nowhere anything, because that should grow like mad and a his new 
world i n rapidly assimilate, while all his body has yet to unfold. A really tough job. That baby has 
something else on his mind than fitting into your perfect picture. 

I didn't really want to see that. Certainly not in the beginning. I also knew that a baby was not 
an accessory to show off, but that it would all be so life-changing and d… I think it took me a year and 
a half to accept that the life I was leading was never going back would come. That my father was 
right. Only then did I have the space to embrace my new life rather than keep fighting it. I learned it 
bit by bit, by trial and error. With the help of people around us . Like that friend, who saw our 
exploded house and said: 'Ah, children don't remember the tidy house later, but they do remember 
the cosiness . He gave us a bigger heart than he could imagine. Or that mother from daycare who 
was much more relaxed about everything than me and her child just delivered with a big snot and 
didn't care about the stain on her coat that thing had left behind. Or the friend who initially 
comforting said Joni is all that crying soon would more remember and that I had to hold me to that. 

All those little bits made me sing along at the top of his voice when singer Wende started a 
sing-along about motherhood at an intimate theater concert: ' I'm not a good mother, I'm not a bad 
mother, I'm a good enough mother and that's good enough for me.' 
  
EIGHT TIPS 
O m getting used to your baby 
While you're still panting in childbirth, there isn't much time to really rest, because That Baby is 
here . That takes some getting used to. Here are some tips for the first time after giving birth: 
  

1) Take a rest      
Even if the delivery was a breeze, it's a good idea to take it easy. Enjoy the first week of having a 
maternity nurse at home who can take a lot of things off your hands . So you have all the time to 
focus on your baby. In addition, try to sleep as much as possible, for example when your baby is 
asleep. At the first I thought: I can't do it, I don't want to, I won't, but that really broke me up. With 
the second, I had a toddler walking around who made it difficult to sleep during the day. If only I had 
that first time… 
  

2) Be careful with your body      
About the recovery of your body: that can take quite a while. For example, I thought that after a 
week I would happily fit into my old pants again, but that was disappointing. I had to wear those 
maternity jeans again. It'll be fine, or at least: I got a permanent buddy in terms of pants, but it just 
takes a while before you 're back to your old self. They say that you are completely pregnant after 
nine months. 
  

3) Choose the k window nurse you want      
In the ideal world you have a maternity nurse at home with whom you click. If not, you can ask for 
another. You don't have to be ashamed of that : that first maternity period is super important and 
lays a good foundation for the rest. It's nice when there is someone you trust and whom you can ask 
anything that comes to mind. Try to hear her out as much as possible and, if necessary, write down 
the answers and tips in your maternity file, because a week goes by in no time. Can you read again 
what she said about latching properly or changing the diaper in a convenient way. A maternity nurse 
sees a lot of babies, maybe she can describe the temperament of your baby after a week? 
  

4) Give your baby love      
Your baby is not so much and you so desperately need , and l iefde, security and safety , to name just 
a few important side issues. Keep him with you a lot, sniff his hair or his bald head , and if he cries, it 



is wise to pick him up and comfort him. From all that hugging, sniffing and touching, you and your 
baby produce oxytocin. This is also called the happiness hormone , because it stimulates both your 
brains to feel connection . Another advantage is that you as his body looking to go to how it can best 
comfort. If he continues to cry once and you do what he is used to from you as a parent, it gives 
him a feeling of security and you know what you are doing. 
  

5) Let o UNCERTAINTIES far      
Uncertainty k an early killing his. A ll young parents get there sooner or la a t to do with it. There 
is no one who knows everything right away or does everything perfectly. Whoever makes you believe 
that will receive a one-way ticket to Verweggistan. In any case, you are confronted with yourself. You 
may be asking yourself questions like: can I do it? Is this what I envisioned was ? Do I actually like 
it? All legit , and it doesn't mean you're in postpartum depression right away. 

In this book I want us all to be honest and I've already started. Sometimes it's just really heavy 
and overwhelming and that's okay. If you do worry about your insecurity and feel that you may be 
worrying too much, talk it over with someone you trust: your partner, your mother, a friend, the 
doctor, the midwife. You will hopefully find that there are enough people ready for you if you don't 
know anymore. 
  

6) Remember that you 24/7 responsible are      
I was quite taken aback by the responsibility that comes with having a baby. I mean, h ij is nothing 
and is totally dependent on me 24 hours a day, seven days a week. swallow . I hadn't thought about 
that beforehand and it made me feel quite anxious. Fortunately, you share the responsibility for your 
baby with your partner and want them to be involved as well. For example, if you are breastfeeding, 
your partner can support you by changing the baby in between or getting you something to 
drink. Even if you have no partner, there are solid people around you who j e want to help and who 
you find it important that z e from the beginning a good relationship building j e little. Try 
responsibility therefore to share as much as possible. 
  

7) Crying is allowed      
The hormones are coursing through your body, your life as you knew it hardly exists anymore and 
everything feels upside down. And all this thanks to a bundle of fun of 3.5 kilos. Do you find it strange 
that crying is sometimes (often!) closer to you than laughing? Does not matter. I cried a bit myself 
those first months. You have to get used to a completely different life and that sometimes brings 
frustration. Because yes, we all want to go to the toilet or take a nice shower – then I'll have a drink 
with friends, go to the hairdresser or go shopping – and with a baby it just doesn't work (always). Cry 
it off you, I'd say. It's okay to mourn the life you left behind, but it helps if you start accepting the 
new chapter in your life as soon as possible. That saves a lot of stress and disappointment. 
  

8) Find a companion      
Find an ally to whom you can unabashedly complain every now and then about all the things about 
parenting — being disappointing or unprepared for. Ideally, someone who also recently had a child 
and understands you completely. I myself e-mailed intensively with a number of young mothers I 
met during the pregnancy course. It gave me great relief at the time. Knowing that you are not alone 
is wonderful. 
  
Plus: 
  

- Give yourself time to grow in your role          
- Throw in some humor every now and then to put things into perspective          
- Be mild about/for yourself (and your partner)          
- Hug your baby completely flat          
- Enlist auxiliary troops (in case it gets too much)          



  
IMPACT OF A BABY 
A British study of 1500 young parents, carried out in 2016 for toy company Little Tikes, showed that 
they took an average of 14 months to get used to their new baby. 35 percent of young parents said 
they were totally unprepared for parenthood and nearly half (49 percent ) were shocked at the 
impact a baby has on their lives. The fun/hard work ratio is 52 percent versus 48 percent . On 
average, young parents hold their child for 6.5 hours a day. But with only 2.9 hours to themselves on 
a weekday, it's not surprising that 32 percent of those surveyed only 'occasionally' like being 
older. Almost three quarters of young parents experience pressure from their environment (family, 
friends and social media) to be the 'perfect parent'. 
  
Most difficult moments in caring for your baby: 

- The constant cleaning up          
- The sleepless nights          
- Difficulty getting your baby to sleep          

  
Happiest moments: 

- First smile          
- When your baby learns something new          
- Hugging          

  
Key milestones: 

- Sleep through the night          
- First steps          
- Learn to talk          

  
PINK TANK 
  
'I thought having kids would magically transform me into a mother, who had no problem doing 
laundry, or cooking, or keeping house. But I ended up still being me, just with children. ' - Humans of 
New York 
  
For which I became a mother, I lived a kind of Sex and the City -life, the famous television series in 
the late nineties about the adventures of four friends in Manhattan. I also had such a group of single 
friends around me, with whom I regularly made the city unsafe. We had great fun, partied a bit and 
talked about everything important to us at that time was : men, sex, ambition and life in itself . That 
changed when I hooked up my neighbor (or he me, opinions differ on that). Long story short: I got 
pregnant pretty quickly and went from single to family very quickly. After the delivery, but if I'm 
honest before that, I thought I would be a mother who had a very good sense of what her child 
wanted. Someone who would go easy on motherhood. Yes, a born mother. No idea what it was 
based on, I just knew I had it in me. Come on, pink cloud. 

You can already feel him arriving, that was too optimistic… The first thing I hadn't taken into 
account was a very long delivery, including an epidural and vacuum pump. And then the baby 
itself : great, but a total unknown. I had no idea what life with a baby was really like and also had 
zero experience with, for example, a whimpering toddler at a party. No wonder, I sometimes think 
afterwards, that I was occasionally quite confused and as insecure as what. My pink cloud was more 
like a pink tank that thundered ruthlessly over me. Fortunately, before the delivery, I had taken a 
Mensendieck course with all women who had a baby around the same time. They understood me 
like no other. It was so nice to occasionally vent about that pink tank! 

Humans of New York is a Facebook blog by photographer Brandon Stanton. He started 
ordinary New Yorkers to photograph and expanded its project later to other parts of the 
world. Besides the picture he draws is always the life of the person portrayed in , s oms quite 


